
 

Champion Winter Beer of Britain Awards 
NATIONAL FINALS Judging Forms 

 

 OLD ALES AND STRONG MILDS 
Category 

 

For each beer, please enter a score out of 10 for your impression of each parameter; 
appearance, aroma, taste and aftertaste. 

For 'appearance', consider colour, clarity, sparkle and head. 

For 'aroma', cover the glass with your hand, gently swirl then sniff. Consider hop, malt 
and fruity aromas, whether they are appealing to you and are what you would expect in 
this style of beer. 

For 'taste', swill the beer over the entire area of your tongue. Different parts of the 
tongue detect different types of flavour. Consider the balance of hop, malt and fruity 
flavours, sweetness and bitterness and whether they are appealing to you and are what 
you would expect in this style of beer. 'Taste' is regarded as the most important 
parameter and your taste score will be weighted accordingly. Please consider it 
carefully. 

For 'aftertaste', consider the taste remaining half a minute or so after swallowing the 
beer. It will often comprise dry, bitter flavours at the back of the tongue, and hoppy 
and /or fruity flavours may also linger. Consider whether this is appealing to you and is 
what you would expect in this style of beer. 

 P1 Q1 R1 S1 T1 U1 V1 W1 X1 

APPEARANCE          

AROMA          

TASTE          

AFTERTASTE          

(Leave Blank)          

(Leave Blank)          
 

Judge’s name  
...................................................................................... 
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STOUTS 
Category 

For each beer, please enter a score out of 10 for your impression of each parameter; 
appearance, aroma, taste and aftertaste. 

For 'appearance', consider colour, clarity, sparkle and head. 

For 'aroma', cover the glass with your hand, gently swirl then sniff. Consider hop, malt 
and fruity aromas, whether they are appealing to you and are what you would expect in 
this style of beer. 

For 'taste', swill the beer over the entire area of your tongue. Different parts of the 
tongue detect different types of flavour. Consider the balance of hop, malt and fruity 
flavours, sweetness and bitterness and whether they are appealing to you and are what 
you would expect in this style of beer. 'Taste' is regarded as the most important 
parameter and your taste score will be weighted accordingly. Please consider it 
carefully. 

For 'aftertaste', consider the taste remaining half a minute or so after swallowing the 
beer. It will often comprise dry, bitter flavours at the back of the tongue, and hoppy 
and /or fruity flavours may also linger. Consider whether this is appealing to you and is 
what you would expect in this style of beer. 
 

 P2 Q2 R2 S2 T2 U2 V2 W2 X2 

APPEARANCE          

AROMA          

TASTE          

AFTERTASTE          

(Leave Blank)          

(Leave Blank)          

 
 

Judge’s name  
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PORTERS  
Category 

For each beer, please enter a score out of 10 for your impression of each parameter; 
appearance, aroma, taste and aftertaste. 

For 'appearance', consider colour, clarity, sparkle and head. 

For 'aroma', cover the glass with your hand, gently swirl then sniff. Consider hop, malt 
and fruity aromas, whether they are appealing to you and are what you would expect in 
this style of beer. 

For 'taste', swill the beer over the entire area of your tongue. Different parts of the 
tongue detect different types of flavour. Consider the balance of hop, malt and fruity 
flavours, sweetness and bitterness and whether they are appealing to you and are what 
you would expect in this style of beer. 'Taste' is regarded as the most important 
parameter and your taste score will be weighted accordingly. Please consider it 
carefully. 

For 'aftertaste', consider the taste remaining half a minute or so after swallowing the 
beer. It will often comprise dry, bitter flavours at the back of the tongue, and hoppy 
and /or fruity flavours may also linger. Consider whether this is appealing to you and is 
what you would expect in this style of beer. 

 P3 Q3 R3 S3 T3 U3 V3 W3 X3 

APPEARANCE          

AROMA          

TASTE          

AFTERTASTE          

(Leave Blank)          

(Leave Blank)          

 
 

Judge’s name  ...................................................................................... 
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BARLEY WINES AND STRONG OLD ALES 
Category 

 

For each beer, please enter a score out of 10 for your impression of each parameter; 
appearance, aroma, taste and aftertaste. 

For 'appearance', consider colour, clarity, sparkle and head. 

For 'aroma', cover the glass with your hand, gently swirl then sniff. Consider hop, malt 
and fruity aromas, whether they are appealing to you and are what you would expect in 
this style of beer. 

For 'taste', swill the beer over the entire area of your tongue. Different parts of the 
tongue detect different types of flavour. Consider the balance of hop, malt and fruity 
flavours, sweetness and bitterness and whether they are appealing to you and are what 
you would expect in this style of beer. 'Taste' is regarded as the most important 
parameter and your taste score will be weighted accordingly. Please consider it 
carefully. 

For 'aftertaste', consider the taste remaining half a minute or so after swallowing the 
beer. It will often comprise dry, bitter flavours at the back of the tongue, and hoppy 
and /or fruity flavours may also linger. Consider whether this is appealing to you and is 
what you would expect in this style of beer. 

 P4 Q4 R4 S4 T4 U4 V4 W4 X4 

APPEARANCE          

AROMA          

TASTE          

AFTERTASTE          

(Leave Blank)          

(Leave Blank)          

 
 

Judge’s name  ...................................................................................... 
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OVERALL FINAL PANEL 

For each beer,please enter a score out of 10 for your impression of each parameter; 
appearance, aroma, taste and aftertaste. 

For 'appearance', consider colour, clarity, sparkle and head. 

For 'aroma', cover the glass with your hand, gently swirl then sniff. Consider hop, malt 
and fruity aromas, whether they are appealing to you and are what you would expect in 
this style of beer. 

For 'taste', swill the beer over the entire area of your tongue. Different parts of the 
tongue detect different types of flavour. Consider the balance of hop, malt and fruity 
flavours, sweetness and bitterness and whether they are appealing to you and are what 
you would expect in this style of beer. 'Taste' is regarded as the most important 
parameter and your taste score will be weighted accordingly. Please consider it 
carefully. 

For 'aftertaste', consider the taste remaining half a minute or so after swallowing the 
beer. It will often comprise dry, bitter flavours at the back of the tongue, and hoppy 
and /or fruity flavours may also linger. Consider whether this is appealing to you and is 
what you would expect in this style of beer. 
 

 P5 Q5 R5 S5 T5 U5 V5 W5  

APPEARANCE          

AROMA          

TASTE          

AFTERTASTE          

(Leave Blank)          

(Leave Blank)          

 
 

Judge’s name  ...................................................................................... 


